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Cedar was Ballard's business 
WRilTEN BY PAUL DORPAT 

W
hen the long bridge to 
Ballard was completed in 
1917, the little Scandina
vian-settled town was al-

ft~~1(' a;?hrr~~~11ar~~~ ~~~~~;~~ 
state. 

A walk across the bridge gave 
one a long look at the monuments 
of Ballard, mainly tl'lose giant scrap
burning cylinders from the cedar mill 

;~~ ~~!e .. ~~fnJ!th~;~~l c~~~! 
world." 

The most immense of these (the 
giant on the ''then" picture's left.) 
towered above the largest cedar mill 
in the world. Like a volcano this 
stack sent out its eruptions some
limes far from the source. It was not 
uncommon for Ballard residents 
north of Northwest 65th Street to be 
sprinkled with the mill's uncon
sumed particles while homes in 
between would escape the shower. 
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Some claimed that moths flew out of 
Ballard on the first whiff. 

The mill was working from 190 I 
to 1964 when it made a spectacular 
fire. The draft was so forceful that it 
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A Ballard smell and setting of a 

different sort is in the foreground of 
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tar, salmon and oil. Salmon Bay, 
which became Fisherman's Termi· 
nal, was purchased by the Port of 
Seattle _in 1912. By the late 1940s, it 
could handle more than 1 ,000 
boats, making it larger than San 
Francisco's Fisherman's Wharf. 

The first approaches to the 
Ballard bascule (teeter-totter) bridge 
were wooden and on hot days had 
to be protected from the burning 
embers escaping from Ballard's doz
en sawmills. It wasn't until 1940 that 
the wood was replaced with con· 
crete and steel. This included the 
steel steps, going from the terminal 
t(l.!h~ bridge, which today are not in 
service. Th~\l _were, however, used 
by special Permiss~o J.n order to 
take the "now" photo -rrcm the 
same position as the earlier one . 

• PACIFIC Today the wooden approaches to the Ballard Bridge have been replaced with steel and concrete. 
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